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Emotion And The Structure Of
Structure of Emotions
true structure of emotions In the past two decades much has been published concerning the dimensional structure of emotions Primarily the dataanalytic techniques of factor analysis and multidimensional scaling have been applied to semantic differential ratings …
The Structure of Emotion - Affective Science
The Structure of Emotion Evidence From Neuroimaging Studies Lisa Feldman Barrett1 and Tor D Wager2 1Boston College and 2Columbia University
ABSTRACT—One common point of debate in the study of emotion is whether the basic, irreducible elements of
Emotions, Psychological Structure of
So far, the structure of emotion has been deﬁned in terms of the underlying theoretical construct, in particular with respect to components and
process However, the problem of structure also arises when the diﬀerentiation of the emotions is addressed: How many emotions are there and what
are they? This
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Arlie Hochschild: The Presentation of Emotion
Emotion is also an important element in conflict, social movements, and social change (see Web Byte: Randall Collins & Conflict Theory) Arlie
Hochschild’s interest in emotion is more mundane (but no less important) than either of these approaches Hochschild is interested in how we monitor
emotions as part of our impression management
A Reconsideration of the Structure of the Emotion Lexicon
in distinguishing emotion terms Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, and O'Connor (1987) proposed a structure based on prototype theory to describe the
hierarchical cluster analysis of sorting of 135 emotion terms drawn from the emotion lexicon Shaver et al reported a solution consisting of six "fuzzy"
categories, each containing both general and specific
The Cognitive Structure of Emotions - GBV
The Study of Emotion 3 Types of Evidence for Theories of Emotion 8 Some Goals for a Theory of the Cognitive Structure of Emotions 12 Summary 14
2 The Structure of the Theory 15 The Organization of Emotion Types 18 Basic Emotions 25 Some Implications …
Emotion,Social Theory, and Social Structure
10 Emotion,social theory,and social structure experiences But these are typically accounts of emotion which regard it not as a source of agency but
as a reﬂection or construction of cultural values and cues In these accounts, therefore, emotion is at best an interEmotion semantics show both cultural variation and ...
show significant variation in networks of emotion concept colexification, which is predicted by the geographic proximity of language families We also
find evidence of universal structure in emotion colexification networks, with all families differentiating emotions primarily on the basis of hedonic
valence and physiological activation
Limbic Structures, Emotion, and Mmemory
Structures, Emotion, and Memory, I describe evidence that there are separate systems in the brain for emotion and for episodic memory, each
involving limbic structures; describe a hypothesis about the nature of the links between these systems; and show that the computations in the two
systems are very different (Rolls, 2015b)
The Measurement of Affect, Mood, and Emotion
The Measurement of Affect, Mood, and Emotion The role of affective constructs in human behavior in general, and health behavior in particular, is
recapturing the attention of research-ers Affect, mood, and emotion are again considered powerful 15 The postulated structure of …
Cultural Influences on the Structure of Emotion: An ...
Keywords Emotion, Culture, Emotional situations, Emotion structure 1 Introduction Cultural variation is one of the most investigated topics in the
area of emotion research Cultural similarities and differences have been observed for a number of emotional experiences such as facial expressions,
physiological
The neural representation of facial-emotion categories ...
the conceptual structure of emotion Despite considerable interest in the role of conceptual knowledge in facial-emotion perception, and its
relationship with cultural and individual variability in perceptions, the neural basis of such a flexible influence remains unknown In particular, while
behavioral studies have been valuable, questions
A Knowledge Regularized Hierarchical Approach for Emotion ...
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tion of emotion causes relative to the emotion word (in brief, predictive distribution) To sum up, our contribution includes: We propose a novel
discourse-aware learn-ing structure with knowledge-based regular-izations for emotion cause analysis We empirically evaluate the proposed model
on two public datasets in different languages
Zero-Shot Emotion Recognition via Affective Structural ...
emotion categories are generally dened by specic psycho-logical theories However, with the development of psycho-logical theories, emotion
categories become increasingly diverse, ne-grained, and difcult to collect samples In this paper, we investigate zero-shot learning (ZSL) problem in
the emotion recognition task, which aims to recognize the
The Role of Emotion in an Architecture of Mind
the manner in which emotion has been implemented by designers of intelligent systems to date Due o the deserved widespreadt influence of
Sloman’s proposed architectures, his conception of the role of emotion in such an architecture demands a closer look Sloman disagrees with the
neuroscientist Damasio (1994), and many other emotion
Facial Emotion Distribution Learning by Exploiting Low ...
nition problem by exploiting the emotion correlations at a local level, which has never been considered in previous LDL algorithms Considering the
complexity of emotion correlations, we adopt a low-rank structure to capture the local emotion correlations Unlike previous works, we as-sume that
the label space is the local low-rank structure
1 Self-Organization of Discrete Emotions, Emotion Patterns ...
each discrete emotion has innate structure and function, a degree of ﬂexi-bility characterizes the relations among its components For example, an
emotion expression can be dissociated from the emotion feeling Each emotion operates as a system that participates in the self-organization of
patterns of emotions and emotion-cognition relations
What Is Interesting? Exploring the Appraisal Structure of ...
best Several new experiments were thus conducted to directly test the predicted appraisal structure of interest Research on appraisal structure often
opts for breadth (studying many emotions) over fidelity (studying one emotion in detail) As a result, hypothetical scenarios and retrospective reports
are common ways of testing
Emotion Work, Feeling Rules, and Social Structure
Emotion Work, Feeling Rules, and Social Structure Arlie Russell Hochschild University of California, Berkeley This essay proposes an emotionmanagement perspective as a lens through which to inspect the self, interaction, and structure Emo-tion, it is argued, can …
Structure of Emotions Rick L. Morgan; David Heise Social ...
emotion words, resulted in two important findings First, fewer than one-half of the words used in published emotion studies pass Ortony and Clore's
tests for emotion terms Second in the two-dimensional solutions, a large gap opens in the structure when the physical state classifications are
eliminated A recent study
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